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Abstract
The Java Language Extender is a compiler-generator tool that allows programmers to create new domain-adapted languages by importing a set of domain-specific language extensions into an extensible specification of Java 1.4. Language extensions define the syntax, semantic analysis, and optimizations of new language constructs. Java and the language extensions are specified as attribute grammar fragments written in Silver, an attribute grammar language supporting forwarding and higher-order attributes. Programmers need no implementation-level knowledge of the language extensions and the Silver tools automatically compose the programmer-selected extensions and the Java host language specification. We demonstrate several language extensions. One embeds the SQL database query language into Java and statically checks for syntax and type errors in SQL queries. Other extensions for the domain of computational geometry provide transformations that simplify the writing of efficient and robust geometric algorithms. General purpose extensions include Java 1.5 features such as the for-each loop and auto-boxing and unboxing and features from Pizza constructs. Semantic analyses, or optimizing program transformations, of a particular problem. These features may be new language constructs, semantic analyses, or optimizing program transformations, and are packaged as modular language extensions. Language extensions can be as simple as a the Java 1.5 for-each loop or the more sophisticated set of SQL language constructs that statically check for syntax and type errors in SQL queries.

JLE makes an important distinction between two activities: (i) implementing a language extension, which is performed by a domain-expert feature designer and (ii) selecting the language extensions that will be imported into an extensible language specification in order to create an extended language. This second activity is performed by a programmer. This is similar to the distinction between library writers and library users. This distinction and the way that extensible languages and language extensions are used in our framework is diagrammed in Figure 1 in which a programmer selects the SQL and geometric (CG) language extensions that they want to use in writing a program with both database query and geometric aspects to it. An important characteristic of language extensions in JLE is that the programmer does not need any implementation-level knowledge of the extensions to import them into the host language. The extensions are also modular and composable so that several can be simultaneously composed with the Java host language. The specifications for the selected language extensions and the host language are provided to the Silver extensible compiler tools that generate a customized compiler. Thus, there is an initial “compiler generation” step that the tools, at the direction of the programmer, must perform. Language extensions are not loaded into the compiler during compilation.
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1. Introduction
Software development is difficult. It is an error-prone and time-consuming process. This is at least partially because of the wide semantic gap between the programmer’s high-level understanding of a problem’s solution and the relatively low-level language in which the solution must be encoded. General purpose language features such as classes and generics in object-oriented programming or higher-order functions in functional programming are useful for specifying abstractions for a given problem or specific domain, but they only provide the functionality of the desired abstractions. Domain-specific languages (DSLs) can provide this functionality as well as language constructs (new syntax) for the domain-specific abstractions. These raise the level of abstraction of the language to a specific domain and thus reduce the semantic gap. DSLs also provide domain-specific optimizations and analyses that are either impossible or quite difficult to specify for programs written in general purpose languages. But problems often cross multiple domains and no language will contain all of the general-purpose and domain-specific features needed to address all of the problem’s aspects, thus the fundamental problem remains. Thus, programmers cannot “say what they mean” but must encode their ideas as programming idioms at a lower level of abstraction.

The Java Language Extender (JLE) is a language processing tool that addresses this fundamental problem. It makes it possible for programmers to import a set of domain-specific language extensions into an extensible specification of Java in order to create new domain-adapted languages. An extended language defined by this process has features that raise the level of abstraction to that of a particular problem. These features may be new language constructs, semantic analyses, or optimizing program transformations, and are packaged as modular language extensions. Language extensions can be as simple as a the Java 1.5 for-each loop or the more sophisticated set of SQL language constructs that statically check for syntax and type errors in SQL queries.
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2. Language Extensions

We have specified a number of modular language extensions in Silver that extend the host Java 1.4 language specification in order to highlight the static analysis and optimization capabilities of JLE.

One domain-specific extension embeds SQL into Java so that queries can be written directly, as opposed to creating character strings containing the SQL queries as is done in library-based approaches. This extension also defines attributes on the SQL productions that check at compiler-time that no syntax errors and no type errors have been made in SQL queries. When this extension is used, the extended compiler would detect the type error in the following:

```
ResultSet rs = using c query { SELECT first_name FROM person_table WHERE first_name > 18 } ;
```

A second domain-specific extension [9] introduces static analysis and optimizing program transformations for exact-precision numeric types and symbolic-perturbation transformations for coping with data degeneracies that are specific to the domain of computational geometry. These greatly simplify the writing of efficient and robust geometric programs.

We have also created a number of modular language extensions that add new general purpose features to Java 1.4. One such extension adds algebraic data types and pattern matching similar to those found in ML and Pizza [7]. Another extension adds the foreach loop and auto-boxing and unboxing features of Java 1.5 to the Java 1.4 specification as language extensions. These extensions support our on-going development of a Silver attribute grammar specification of Java 1.5.

3. Related Work

Many language processing tools have been developed for building extensions to languages. For example, MetaBorg[4] allows one to extend a host language by adding concrete syntax for objects. This system uses strategies and term-rewriting to process programs. Specifying semantic analyses, like the error checking, is less straightforward that it is in JLE using attributes. The Polyglot extensible Java compiler [6] allows Java to be extended with powerful abstractions, but it requires one to write Java code to incorporate new extensions into Java host language. Macro based systems such as JSE (Java Syntax Extender) [1], Maya [2], and JTS [3] have also been proposed. Maya and JTS provide specific error checking facilities but they lack the ability to specify more general static analysis. These approaches do not support the automatic composition of the full-featured language extensions expressible in JLE.

The attribute grammar community has also addressed issues of modular language design. Of particular interest are the rewrites reference attribute grammars [5] in the JastAddII system. Language extension constructs are translated to host language constructs by destructive rewrites on the syntax tree. Thus all analysis on an extension construct must be completed before any analysis on its translation to the host language. This is more restrictive than forwarding and hinders the automatic composition of language features that perform semantic analysis.

4. Software Availability

The Java Language Extender, including Silver and the Java 1.4 and language extension attribute grammar specifications are freely available at http://www.melt.cs.umn.edu.
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